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INTRODUCTION

This manual has been designed to give instructors the

flexibility of integrating the proposed unit on employment

interviewing into a variety of courses (i.e., Business

Communication, Interpersonal Communication, Interviewing,

vocational training/career awareness type courses, etc.).

The primary purpose of this unit is to increcle the student's

concepts in themselves as communicators in.the interview

setting. Throughout this unit of instruction, ther4ore,

the importance of self-acceptance and maintenance of one's

self-image will be stressed.

In order to accomplish the,objectivis of this unit,

students' will be required to: 1) discuss ways in which

the self-ima46 is acquired and maintained; 2) evaluate

themselves realistically; 3) analyze their strengths as to

employable skills; and 4) voice their strengths out loud.

A detailed description of these tasks as well as guidelines

for implementation are included in this manual.

Each section of this unit'is dipendent upon the pre-

vious lesson as well as the underlying emphasis on self-

.

concept. The student will move forward toward achieving

unit objectives-throughout the course. While the activities

are to be non-graded, participation of every student is

essential and should be recorded for a general "attendance"

or "individual level of participation" grade. Students

c:$
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The following lastructionalunit is part of a master's

thesis in Speech- Communication. The unit has been empir-'

ically tested in:actual community college classroom settings.

Highly significAlt results were obtained which support the

use. of this method of teaching interviewing in the college

classrooms used. A pre and posteit questionnaire is Also

availLble upon request.

{Sherry Vargo P.O. Box HA, Los Gatos, CA 95030)
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should be informed of the necessity for regular attendance.
A

Introductory material is to be imparted via the lest

methoe. This is in accordance with research .findings i h

suggedt that the lecture method has proven to be the most

effective teaching strategy when the instructor's objective

is to impart new information (McKeachie,-1978; Ohmer, 1978).

After delivery ofAhat information, student questions and

discuSsion should be encouraged' as a means of further

developing concepts (McKeachie, 1978).,

In McKeachie's summary of that research, he concludes

that discussion provides students with an opportunity to

integrate, apply,. and problem-solve (1978). Another

benefit of the discussion method is feedback from other

students, making rich sources of information available

through an interchange of ideas. Both discussion and feed-

back are an integral part of the teaching strategy proposed

for this unit orinstruction.

General Objectives

2

The following is a list of objectives to be emphasized

by the instructor and accomplished by the student. Objectives

will be operationalized through various written and/or oral

exercises. Some of these objectives are overlapping, that

is, they will be emphasized first in writing and then, in

oral communication. Reference will be made to the particular

aspect of each objective to be met at the beginning of each

11.11111
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section of this manual.,

tf

1. 'Students will beAle to increase their confidence
in themselves ae.interviewees and as communicators.

2.' Students will be able to analyze and discuss ways
in which self-image is acquired and maintained.

3. Students will be able toobjectively generate a list
of past accomplishments that-relate to the desired
job.

4. Students.w4i be able*tO analyze and verbalize
'past accomplishments in terms oftheir value to the
prompectlye employer.

a Ar
1 ,

5. Students will be able to express their positive
qualitRis.clearly and confidently, with emphas.is
on.tchcdce of words that are consistent with the
piatUit they choose to present to the employer.

6(7 Students will be able to confidently answer the
ti question, "Why should I hire you?," in terms of

their personal achievements and'qualifications.

7. Students will be able to practice self-praise and
provide a ,supportive atmosphere and realistic
feedback for each other.

In an effort to provide a learning experience in which
.

students will be motivated to achieve these objectives,

"instructors are asked to focus their classroom communication

on Del Polito's four basic propositions which are derived

from self-concept theory:

3

1. Self-concept (one's total perceptual
appraisal of oneself--physically, socially,
academically, and psychologically) guides
and directs behavior.

2. An individual's self-concept can be
modified CT changed in certain social
interactions.

3. Alt#ough there ate a variety of ways self-
concept develops (e.g., labeling dominant
behavior patterns and social com arisons),
self-concept develops primer y t rough
interactions (communication) with others.

8
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4 The more influencial interactions are those
involving significant others--thOse persons
who reinforce the'individuai's perception
of him/herself.(1974).

An undrlying assumption of Del PolitoXie,of pro-

positions'ia_that the teacher can be a significant person

in the student's life. The methods of interaction and

evaluat4= outlined in this manual are based upon self-6.

concept theory and teacher behavior in the classroom. The

teacher as a model and asa significant other is encouraged

to practice self-concptenhancing behavior throughout this

unit of instruction.

9
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SELF-CONCEPT ENHANCEMENT AND,. MALUATION

4111,4

Instructor Guidelines
yof

1. .Facilitate dent-centered learnin 2\Actively assist
students t see themse_vesas planning, purposing,

. choosing individuals, responsible and accountable.
Students can growlflourish, and develop much more
readily when the significant person "projects_ an
.inherent trust and belief in their capacity to become
what they have potential to become" (Hamachek, 1971,

202).

5

2.

3.
Y.
4'

4.

t.

5.

6.

7.

select a
c7m rtictWtterests and-c°T Isti*Oviae**
a lenge, and yet helpmaxi e success. Not all
students will benzotivated In the same way or interested
in the same'things: the instructor needs to make success
more available in more. different ways.

Personalize your teaching. Appear si4cere, uncalculating,
and attuned to students as individuals.

,zittIf1yt...__Pr6videthestudent%-cibleyet--defni.teals
for---sqhelTTinTj.-tlear, the individual
learns to rely on his/her own judgments and interpre-
tations of events and consequences. This, is particularly
important for the highly anxious student who - requires
a structured situation in which to operate.

highlight the student's specific strengths, assets,
and.skills to aid the student in sorting out his/her
own str,..ngths and weaknesses. The student needs to
know his/hei own capabilities in order to gauge the
probability of success.

Alleviate ambiguity, disrespect; and rejection in 'our
rMaTM.Ons with students.

Maintain a classroom atmcapherr of warmth and aces tance.
The more positive the students' percept ons o their
teacher's feelings toward them, the more positive their.
self-image, the better their achievement, and the more
desirable their classroom. behavior. "n addition teachers
who: like pupils tend to have pupils who accept and Like
each other.

1.0
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8. Praise yourself:, Becqgnize and acknowledge your own
strong points in the presence of youi students. Your
recognition ofyour own strong points will provide
an imetns for your students to praise themselves.

9. Do not_preindgeexour students. Be honest and accurate
n your evitlmtu*EDEDIDEEggEEETETIEgailIE7-

peer. A teacher s expectations for a studentts
per ormance is aE significant determinant of how the

. student actually responds.

10. Personalize evaluative commentsi.Ging encouragement
tiliaents. Evaluation, whether oral or written,
which is more personal; in which the evaluator appears
to take into consideration every action, attendsA671-
subtleties in behavior ant: modifies his/her appraisal

.

accordingly;
.

should have a greater .impact on the
student's self-concept.

11. Provide students with a continuous, ions/ term exposure
I3i57ilcular eppraiT;R: From a cre4ible
alistic source, it should have profound effects on
self-concept.

2. Provide classroom experiences for each studentto receive
acceptance from peers. ,

13. Provide classroom-experiences for studehts to praise
others. Persons with high self-esteem show greater
acceptance of others.

14. Help students to evaluate themselvei realistically.
do 'EvWshoiarrbe based on the-student's Comparison

of,his/her actual performance with his/her own personal
standards.

15. ale students to concentrate on improvement, rather than
ElVection.

16. Provide classroom experience's for students to praise
themselves. Self-accepting individuals tend to have
higher self-concepts. Positive self-evaluation in the
form of verbal reinforcements is positively related to
self-concept.

I

O

Carolyn M. Del Polito, Ph.D.'
Director of Educational-Services
Speech Communication Association

6,
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SELF-CONCEPT ENHANCEMENT

General Guidelines

To facilitate grbwth and leatning through. self-.concept

enhancement, .we musts

1. %Understand that we Communicate what we eke, not,

.

2.

3:

O

4.

5.

7

just what we W.I. We communicate our own self- . .

concepts far more often than we communicate
information (subject matter). N

, ,

Understand that'anything we.do Or say could
significantly change an individual's attitude
about himself/herself for better or tgr worse.
W must understand the implicationi of our tole

ersons who are important ot "significant*
others,,if we /4-to utilize that role properly. .

. .

Understand that individuals have. in terms of
what - seems to be true, whic means many times
communicatioa occurs, not a cording to %Mat
the facts are,, but according to how they are u .. .

perceived.
*.

, ..----
.

.

Be willing to deal with4what a message means to
different people. In the truest sense UThe"
word, we must be willing to deal with the
interpretation of a subject as we are to deal,
with the iETBEMation aboUt it.

Understand that we are not likely to get results
simply by. telling someone he/she .s .worthy.
Rather, we imply it through trust and the
establishment of an atmosphbre of mutual respect.
One,good.way to start is to take time to, l'sten

.%'to what others have to say and to use their deas ,

when possible.

6. Understand that'behavior which is dis tant, cold,
Pi and relectingis far less likAly to enhance self

concept, than behavior which is warm, accepting,
and discriminating.

7. Be willing to be flexible in your communication
With others.

1

Rt

Del Polito, Carolyn,

Intrepersonal Communication -

:

4,- .1
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SPECIAL UNIT /NSTRUCT/ON&40 THE l'EACHER

0

8

1. Evaluation of students should emphasize strengths, being

positive in *tom., Evaluation, in noting weaknesses should

lead to improvement.

2. Progress in self-evaluation, both written and orally,

should be stressed throughout the course.

3. The underlying importance of selfCekicept as a communicator

and_as_an_interviewee_should be emphasized throughout the__

course.

9

slaLu.
4. Give studentsquate time to formulate their inventory

. appraisals at-the various stage This ghoUld be an

project throughout the col.rse.

5.P Keep, students informed as to the various stages of

development planned for this.unit-of instructionv-

Emphasize the importance of beforehand preparation for

this class as well as for.the job interview.

O. Tape recorders must be ordered iicadliafiae-thiough the

audio.visual depirtment.

7. Suggest further reading Of the various books on inter-

viewing to students.,
. _
Instructors are encouraged to explore the recommended

reading list to supplement the lectures, discussions,

and exercises provided in this manual. Selected

__:references.haye.been included as .a suggested reading

list for the teache'.6.

9. The following_progiam involves -at least 12 hours ..of

class/counseling time.

e 07.1

1



NOTE TO TEACHER:

Based upon the practical experience gained

following recommendations/adaptations

are suggested:

in this study,

to this manual

1. It was found that students* were more
creative with her various strength
inventory lists when the handouts were
not-given out until they had had a chance
to' do the assignment on their own.

2. It is essential that this program be integrated
ifft-crvi-ewtrig--cours-e=thacovers-other

aspects of the job interview as well (i.e.-,
application, resume, etc.)

3. While the personal comments and feedback given
--to- each-individval student throughout this
unit were time consumingoto the teacher, they
resulted in a harmonious, trusting classroom
atmosphere. Students seemed to benefit from
the positive, honest feedback received in such
a way that it was evident in their .interviewing
performances.

4. The emphasis was intended to focus on the
student's positive attributes. It was dis-
covered, however, that students wanted honest
feedback on their weaknesses as well. Throughout

. this Iopment -of-a-realistic- self-concept
should be stressed. Students should be aware
that they can change certain thincs about them-
selves if they so desire and are willing to work
at those changes.

14
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SECTION ONE

I. Unit Introduction: Recognizing The Importance of
gel -Concept As A Communicator In
The Interview Setting

Instruction in this section emphasizes the importance

of an individual's self-concept, first in a general

sense, and then, how it applies to the interview

setting--self concept as a communicator. Material in

this section should be reemphasized throughout the

course.

II. Objectives

A. Students will be able to recognize the importance

of their self-concepts as communicators in the

interview setting..

B. Students will be able to analyze and discuss ways

in which the self-image is acquired and maintained.

III. Instructional Strategy

A. Materials 0

1. handout: "Self-ConceOtn-Ill) .and Assignment #1
(Give to students as a home assignment at least
one meeting prior to the lecture)

B. Method

1. Lecture and discussion (Allow 45 minutes)

C. Content Outline

1. Begin with a general definition of self-concept: ------ ------
t

a. Your self-concept can be thought of as the

image you hold of yourself (Adler rs Towne,

4

10

1978).
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b. Imagine a special mirror that not only

reflects physical features, but also allows

you to view other aspects of yourself- -

emotional states, talents,, likes, dislikes,

values, roles, and so on - -the reflection you

see looking back at you in that mirror is

your self-Concept (Adler & Towne, 1978).

2. Our self-concepts are developed through all of

our past experiences and our interactions with

the people around us.

a. Social interaction accounts for the foundation

of our self-concept formation. This inter-

action is the underlying factor upon which

we base much of our self-understanding.
4

Our public and private conduct also stems

from the social acceptance we receive in

daily interactions.

b. Beyond these underlying ideas, the attainment

of self-concept is experienced in a unique

way by each individual.

c. Some of the processes that researchers

contribute to self conception are:

1) Others percpetions of us, what we imagine

those perceptions to be.

2) Evaluations of others, especially when

by "significant others"--those whose

opinions we highly value.

6
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3) Social comparison--by comparing our-

selves with others, their likes and

dislikes. The importance placed on a

particular characteristic by the people

with whom we associate may alter our

self-concepts.

3. In our relationships with others, we tend to seek

out people who enhance, rather than degrade, our

self-concepts. A healthy self-concept is main-

tained through positive, realistic evaluation

from others, as well as a positive self-evaluation.

a, Your attitude about yourself influences the

way other people perceive you. This attitude

is often-revealed through the language you

use to talk about yourself.

b. The way you talk.about yourself everyday,

and in the interview setting, reflects either

a positive or negative self- image.

c. People who are overly critical of themselves

tend to portray a negative self-concept.

To a certain degree, we all have a tendency to

put-ourselves down, rather than praise our-

selves.

d. While bragging is an unacceptable act in

our society, a form of self- praise --

communicating achievements out loud--is

expected of you in the job interview.

(
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4. Employers are Looking for individuals who are

abl' to express themselves clearly in inter-

personal and/or public speaking situations.

a. Every job seeker, therefore, must be itile

to communicate a feeling of self-confidence

in the interview.

b. Since we'are not used to praising ourselves,

voicing our good, qualities in the interview,

setting can be an uncomfortable situation

without adequate beforehand preparation.

Such preparation will be offered in this%.-

3

course.

c. You will be asked to perform a number of

tasks and exercises that will give you

practice in self-appraisal. These exercises

should go beyond the realm ,of this course

and be integrated into yolir daily lives.

d. An adequate resume and the-necessary

technical skills may not be enough to get

the 121.3j The applicant must be able to

verbally convey his or her worth to the

employei.

e. ,A.lack of self-confidence as a communicator--

bein4 'reluctant to orally evaluate oneself

to the, employer --may certainly leas to

failuie in the job interview.

.44
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f. Professional interviewers complain that

applicants constantly relate poor self-images

by putting themselves down in the interview.

Most employers will not take the time to

probe for an applicant's' good qualities.

The interviewee is expected to communicate

achievements and successes as they relate

to the job he or she is seeking.

g. To get the job, the applicant must be able NNN

to convey_a clearpicture of his or her value

to that company. The question being answered

is, "Why should I hire you?"

1) The interviewee must not be afraid of

self-disclosure or of failure. People

with a positive self-concept are more

willing to take potential growth-

,producing risks. Going to an interview

could be perceived as a risk even to the

person who feels technically qualified

for the job, if unprepared for the inter-

view itself.

2) Tha self-concept is, "the individual's

total perceptual appraisal of oneself,
3

physically, socially, and intellectually

(Del Polito, 1977)." How the applicant

sees himself or herself will have great

19
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bearing on how the employer perceives

him or her as a potential employee.

In this course, ways for you to both

evaluate yourselves realistically and

to become more comfortable about

expressing your good qualities will be

initiated; .

5. During the first week of this course, you will

begin your self-enhanmment program by taking

inventory of past accomplishments from a positive

perspective. This is not to say that you should

completely ignore your weaknesses. You'll be

asked to reveal those later in the course. For

the beginning, concentrate on only your positive

attributes. They can be used to defend. less

strong qualifications in the interview.

a. After you have compiled your lists and have

had others piovide realistic feedback, each

of you will objectively analyze your strengths,

as to their value to the future employer.

This is the first step towards helping you

realize that you can be successful in the job

interview. Preparing you to feel comfortable

about verbalizing those strengths out loud is

the next step.

6. At this point, the instructor should briefly

20
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review the four modules of this pfogram:

a. Recognizing the importance of self concept

as a communicator in the interview.

b. Evaluating selves realistically.

c. Analyzing strengths as to employable skills.

d. Voicing strengths out loud.

7. Encourage a discussion revolving around the

. information in this lecrure and student handouts.

Discuss students' responses to the questions

provided in.their handout as well as others

pertaining to this section or the general

purpose of the unit.
NG,

IV. Evaluation

A. Insist upon students' completing the questions on

page two-of-the-first handout. -Gheck their under-

standing ofthe material covered through class

discussion and oral questipping. Go over each

question.

44
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SECTION TWO

I. Evaluate Self Realisticalrz

Students will begin the self-enhancement program by

taking inventory of past accomplishments from a positive

perspective. It makes no sense to stud!? weakrJsses, for,

(Irish,one hires us because we cannot do something (In

173).
01!

73). Being aware of certain weaknesses, however,

will help the job applicant to preParetatements that

defend less strong attributes with positive ones.

II. Objectives

A. Students will be able to generate a broad list of

past accomplishments/positive qualities.

/II. Instructional Strategy

A, Materials
111,t

1. Handout: "Categories of Personal Strengths"

(12) Students should be made aware tiNA this

list is by no means complete. Encourage them

.to expand upon these suggestions and addta

number of their own.

B. Method. - (Allow IS minutes)

1. Encourage students to think in positive terms

when developing their "Self-Inventory."

2. This inventorappraisal will start off as a

1"

broad,list of adjectives, statements, and/or

paragraphs which deszribe the student's stron;

points.

22
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3. Categories such as physical abilities, mental

abilities, social attributes, and personal

chara6teristics are recommended on the handout.

At this stage, nothing is irreleirant and every-
.

thing should be included in the evaluation.

4. Encourage students to have a friend or family

member review the list. Mention that a different

perspective may ravela talents that the' student

might have overlooked.

5. Emphasize the importance of self-knowledge and

confidence in their success as'an interviewee.

IV. Evaluation

A. The instructor should provide supportive, yet
44'

realistic feedback to students both orallyand in

written form at this stage of the unit di well as

throughout the Bourse.

B. Encourage them to expand upon certain positive

qualities that they may have listed on their "Self-

44
Inventory" shet.

.416,

C. Try to make your evaluative comments ai7,iiositive as 41416fti

-0*

possible. These inventories should not be graded

but should be required of every student. It should

be evident that the student hal put some t!..me and

effort into his/her inventory appraisal.

23
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SECTION THEE

I. Anal ze Strength As To Em , lo

For this section, students will be required to analyze

their strengths by narrowing. them down to employable

skills. While the primary purpose is to focus on

positive attributes, the student should keep in mind which

of those attributes can be used to offtet any areas that

are not so stroll, should they come up in the interview.J
A. Students will be able to objectively g4nerate a list

of past accomplishments that relate to the desired job.
r

H. Students will be able to analyze last accomplishments

in terms of their value to the prospectpe employer.

C. Students will be able to choose words about themselves

that are consistent With the picture they want to

II. Objectives

present to the employer.

III. Inieuctional Strategy

I

SO

A. Materials

1. Handout: "Self-Inventory Sheet" (#3)

2. Handout: "Positive Employee Characteristics" (#4)

H. Method - Part I (Allow 40 minutes)

1. Explain to stuae4s that-the "Self-Inventory

Sheet" will'be of value toy thee as they attempt

to narrow down their original inventory appraisals.

The objective /s for students to develop a final

inventory of a minimum of ten employable strengths.:

24
I
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The first five strengths should be items that

they feel must be brought out sometime during

the jab- interview. At the bottom of their

lists, each student should note two weaknesses

that could be brought up if asked. The student

should be able to cite behaviors for all of the

qualities listed.

2. Before giving students handouts, 'conduct a discus-

sion on general and/or specific employable skills

requitied of the job applicant. Have students

. generate as many strengths as they can think of

in response to the question conveyed by the

employer, "Why should I hire you?" Write these

suggestions on the board for everyone to see and

note. After receiving the handout, students

can compare their answers with those of the

employers who were surveyed.

3. This is a list of strengths in respOnse to the

eternal question 'conveyed by ,the employer, "Why

should I hire you?"

4

Leadership ability
Persistence
Orderliness
Assertiveness
Higirefiergy
Good memory
Good speaking abilities
Self4mtivation
WillingneWto take responsibility
Ability to get along with others
Neat d-pearance and habits
Quick wits
Ability to take orders

25
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Ability to delegate authority
CoOlnesslander pressure (Jackson, 1977)

f

. 4. .Emphasize that, to get the lob, the applicant

.

must be able to convey a .clear,picture of his

. or her value to that comp4ny. Choicedf words

.

4-

41.
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is iportant.1

S. Words. and phrases used by the apPlicant.willibe
e

judged as being consient with their own beliefs.

A ne4atilie self-evaluation or adjectives that

haie negative connotations, therefore, would
Ob.

be'destructive in theinterview.
44 4

6. Require students to cite example of behaviors

thatindicate they :have cerkain.qualitie s (i.e.,

Row do sou know you have leadership qualities?
V

Wh#t have 'you done in the past to prove this?)
; .

,t . .

. Thinking about these kinds of behaviors is a
. .

, ..

. prolimifiary step in the student's, preparation

or the job interview, where he or she will

most likely be asked.to orally expand uponhis

or her pOsitive.qualities.
,

7.. Points. o i'tfie importance of developilTad

awareness of how others see us. Encourage

students
4

family member

get feedback from ftiends and. /or:

47

C. Part S7 - Self-Rating (handout

The "Self-Rating Sheet" should

1

45) Allow 304inutes

be given to students

s"

1

I.
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as an outside of class assignment. Instruct them

to first rate themselves on the behaviors listed.

They should then fold back the paper so that their

responses are hidden and ask a ftiend to rate them."
o1/4

The same procedute should be followed for a peison

in authority. Students may alio add categories of

their own /o be rated if they are interested in

knowing how others perceive them on other behaviors. .

After they have had sufficient time to complete the

rating form, have students-bring it to class for

discussion.
.

'',, The following exercise has beech suggested by Leaeh

and FleXman (1978), is a way to help students improve

thelr job. interview skills: :61

1. In -Class Exercise Ask students to examine

the res ponses on their self-rating sheet. Have

'them compare the following:
c\.

a) Their friend's ratio totheir own rating,

14 The authority figure's. rating to their own'

rating,

c) Their -friend's
crating

to the authority

figure's tatizig.-

2. The following questions can be usedto discuss

the comparison of th# stings of the three

persons:

at2( Who rated you most favotTably?0 Why?

27



b) Why are some of the ratings different?

c) Which of the ratings are the same or

nearly the same? Why?

d) What can you learn about yourself from

this information?

e) .Do you wish some of'the ratings were

different? How can you change the way

others 'see you?

3. Explain tq the students that jobs are not tailor-

made to fit the personalities of applicants.

Insteadpipeople must adapt to fit the require-

ments of the job. Have the students determine

which behaviors listed on the self-rating sheet

are essentialin an interview, situation. Class,

discusiion should center on. the reasons why

certain behaviors are essential.

4. Ask students to list on the back of the self-'

rating sheet at least seven behaviors that might

interfer with success in the interview situation.

5. After the ,students have identified the most

important behaviors for success and the behaviors

that might interfere with success, the follow**

questions may beused for discussion:

a) How would these behaviors help a person "to \\.

_ _
be_smccessful .141 a 4.oki-interview?

b) How could.behaviors that were listed on the

V

28 c
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back of the self-rating sheet interfere

with sucCels-in a job interview?

c) Can.a behavior that i -sential for suc-

cess in one job interview situa have

bad effects in another job interview

setting?

6. Follow-up Have the students examine their self-

.rating sheets regarding the behaviors they iden-
.

tified as being most important for success.in

the interview situation.

7. Discuss the following questions:

ar On the basis of your self-rating sheet, do

you think you would be.successful in a fob

interview?

b) What changes would you need to make to

improve your chances for success?

c) How can you go about making changes-that

would improve your chances for success?

8. The follow-up section of this-exercise is best

accomplished in individial counseling sessions

with the student. Ask. the student to brin his

or her self-rating sheet to the counseling

session described at the'end of this manual.

A. Once Again, these assignments are not to be graded

but are required of ever- student.

I
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S. It should be apparent that the student has put some

effort and time into the "Self- Inventory."

C. Make helping comments on their inventory appraisal

_sheets, encouraging improvement where needed. Give

further examples and individual help to students

40
who may require it.

30
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SECTION FOUR

Voice. Strengths Out Loud

The primary purposes of this section are:

1) to help students understand the communication behavior

that will be *expected of them in the interview setting;

2) to give students an opportunity to openly express their4

employable strengths to others-, therebyl.egancing

their confidence ln doing so during a job interview.

3) to give students an opportunity to receive as well
(

_
.

-.........

as give Oral and written feedback on performances

in behavioral rehearsal.

II. Objectives

6A,

7

A. Students will be able to verbalize past accomplishments

in terms of their value to the prospective employer.

B. Students will be able to express th4ir positive

qualities clearly and 5onfidently, with ,emphasis on

choice of words that are consistent with the-picture

they choose to present to the employer.

C. Students will be able to confidently answer. the

question, "Why should I hire you," in terms of

their personal achievements and qualifications.

D. Students will be able to practiceelf-appraisal as

well as providing a supportive atmosphere'ana

realistic feedback for each other.

III. Instructional 'Strategy'

A. Materials

3
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handout, "Questions Frequently Asked At

Interviews (#6)"

B. Method - Part I (Allow one hour minimum)

1. 'This exercise is designed to be the student's

initial attempt at behavioral rehearsal.
O

2. The instructor is to role-play the part of _

an interviewer.

27

o -moo

3. StudwIts-will play the role of-themselves as
4

job appliqants in a grOup4interview situation.

4. The instructor may design a scenario around
-

r a specific job or just ask general questions

that require the student to talk about his or

her strengths (see Medley, Sweaty Palms for

additional questions).

5. Try to let everyone participate at least once

or more as time allcvs.

6. Be a supportive.interviewer, encouraging

applicants to expand upon their positive qualities.

7. At the end of this exercise, allow students

to give oral feedback on their own and others

performances. How did --- --

applicants? How. did others perceive them?

S. The instructor may emphasize the positive by

associating the person's name with the act.

Note negative actions in a more general way. .

,'4
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9. Be honest, yet supporti'e, with criticisms.

Students generally want realistic feedback in

these sessions and find that they not only

have to be aware of their positive qualities;

but that weaknesses are brought up by the

interviewee as well.

10. As time allows, the instructor may interview

individual students in front of the class. This

provides the students with a model for further

role - playing sessions in this kit. Later,

the student will also be required to act the

role of interviewer.

11. During the debriefing, the point of this lercise

should be discussed. Many of the students will

experience some difficulty in verbalizing what

they have previously written in their "Self-

Inventory" appraiials. The necessity for verbal

practice in expres&ing our good qualities should

be stressed. Adequate preparttioh fot the job

interview gOes.beyond the written .material.

12. Have students study the handout on questions

--t mare asked at interviews as well aspractice

outside of .class. Other questions may also be

supplied to the student that apply directly to

a specific type of job they are interested in

(see handout #6B for airline questions).

33
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C. Method = Part Two (Allow 50 minutes) Self-Enhancement

This exercise is adapted from Del Polito's, "Self -

, -EnhanCement Program--- Praising Yourself (19177)."

1.. Explain that ekployers are looking for the "best"

-people to fill their jobs, but it is up to the

applicant to communicate why he/she qualifies.

In doing so, the, applicant is essentially being

asked to praise him or herself.

2. In our society, the opportunityto praise oneself

is not often preiented to an individual. Most of

us tend to accept our achievements quletly--to

be humble. We are often more self-critical

than self-appraising. In an interview setting,

however, we are "expected to do just the opposite.

It is only natural to feel tense and uneasy when

faced with these contrasting modes of behavior.

3. Del Polito stresses that, "We should accept

ourselves--accept our strengths and communicate

that acceptance to ourselves and others: our

loud (1977)1" Th' instructor of this unit

on employment interviewinq.should encourage______

suck practice.

4. "The way we behave and communicate with ourselves

-' and others is directly influenced by our per-

cipt4onc. of ourselves,". relates D. Polito (1977).

Emphasize to, students that to be able to master

34.
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the technique of "selling themselves" to an

employer, they must first be confident in their

own success' as-a:job applicant.

S. Point out that you are not suggesting they resort

to bragging by constantly complimenting themselves.

This, of course, wouad'be an unacceptable act

in our society. The job applicant, however,

should not be reluctant about discussing achieve-

mentshonestly and realistically.

6. For this exercise, students will break up into

small groups (4--6' members) and sit in a circle.

7. Explain to students that the discussion will

begin with one person explaining their personal--

'strengths and abcomplishments. She or he should

be answering the proipectiVe employer's question,

"Why should I'hire you?" Have students select

a time keeper from their group.

g. Each person must explain their strengths and

elaborate on how they relate to the job they

are seeking. These strengths are generally -

the top five strongest attributes from.their

I

strength inventory list. It is important for

the student to be able. to rite behaviorsthat

relate to the strengths they are presenting.

9. Each student should talk for three minutes

while the others listen. For the next full

,35
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minute other members of the'group will

Offer feedback'tio the student. Encourage

students to provide a supportive atmosphere

to their colleagues. The instructor should

move 4round the room from group to group,--1

saving comments for the debriefing.

Met/Iraa, Part III

After students have had an Opportunity to study

the "Questionsotrequently Asked At Interviews"

and any other pertinent4uestiabehavioraI

rehearsal should continue.

31

1. At the meeting following the "Self-Enhancement"

exercise, the instructor may continue to conduct

the various types of role-play interviews

(i.e., one on one, panel, or group).

2. It is helpful-to tape record these sessions

and play back sections during feedback dis-
.

cussions.

3. Point out all factors relating-to the student's

self-expression, including rate of speech, .

Ititch-volumn-r-amdr-content-494-deUmellii=

4. Having the interviews on tape will give

_

vidual students an opportunity to listen to his

or her interview again, after receiving feed-

back from peers and the instructor. Tapes can

be made available to students in the audio

3'6 \
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visual or individual learning center on campus.

5. The tapes can also be used by the instructor

for evaluation and counseling at the end of

this'unit.

E. As a follow-up to the above exercises, hate students

add any new positive points they learned about them-

-selves to their strength inventory lists. These

items should include any new insights gained from

the verbal feedback they received as well as from

the experiehcial exercises. Strongly urge students

to write these items down as soon after the experi-

ence as possible, not later than that evening. This

type of reflection upon one's performance in the

interview setting is another technique for helping

students improve their interviewing skills. En-

courage students to implement this prOcedure when

they go to a real interview. Since employers do net
6

always tell a candidate why they did not get hired,

the written information can be shared with a teacher

or counselor in an attempt to help the student

improve. Often times, students discover the problem

area themselves as,they write out everything they

den remember about the interview. An assignment

sheet (Handout #7), may be used to explain this
o

procedure.

4.0
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SECTION FIVE

I. Culminating Oral Activities

The purpose of these exercises is to put to practice

all of the concepts that have been reinforced through-
`.

out this unit on self-enhancement in the interviewing

.P
class. Students thquld complete all assignments prior

to this section. TW6y should be familiar with their

44.

personal "Strength Inventory" lists and be able to cite

behaviors for the items they have listed. Point out
-- .

thatfthe first five items on their inventories should

be the ones they definitely want to get during a

job interview. At the very bottom of their lists, the

students should write down two of their Weaknesses. '

Remind students that a healthy self-concep is aware of

both strengths and weaknesses. Admitting le s strong

attribqes in an interview may be followed bYemptiasizing

a strength.
\,

II. Instructional Strategy

A

A. Handouts: "Interviewee Rating Forms," I ant TX

(#8, *9)

B. Method - Part.. allow 2 hours)
. ;4

'lave student break up into small groups of three

1. The eissignment is to design a sieWEfta-of-,--

their-own. Students may choose any type

of intexview they desire to present (i.e.,

38
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2 int rviewers and one applicant, one inter-

viewer nd lour applicants, etc.)

2. Instruct students to agree upon the industrial

setting a d the specific job. Outside re-

search may ave to be done here.

Each scenario will be performed in front of

the class. S. les of interviewers should be

discussed when this assignment is given (i.e.,
,

supportive or s ess interviewers).

an effolt to ad realism to this situation,

instruct students o come to the interviews

'dressed and prepare.

5. On the day of preseLtions, those in the

audience are to be gi en rating forms and asked

to)critique applicants\ leis best to4ave ar

audience member rate on'y one candidate at a

time. By numbering the pplicants and having

the audience count off in fives each candidate

will have at least three feedback forms. By

using both forms I and II students will be able

to get responses on a variety of items.

6. Interviewers will not be rated, but oral feed-

back should7B4-offered_directly after each

interview to everyone.

7. The instructor may rate the performances of

all applicants on form #10. Commehts should

39...
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also be included for theinterViewer. This . 1
...

,_=;:',.

IN
rating formOillt Ma used in the individual

I.:.;:- counseling sestions..when giving student i
,,.- .

.1..' - 4
... -

4

!t"- . feedback.
.. .

.
.

f. 7. As mentioned, oral evaluation should take place N y.
-:

4 \ I
...4:. 1

::

after each group's presentation. Students will
k-..

s.-.).---

'receive Vle-wkitten rating fcs filled out by
1;4 .. Afit
1 2 .

.
1.:::*1 their colleagues at ;,the next meeting. (Notes

i.:. 7t is interesting for the instructor to look overSi..:

,.. .-- these forms before giving them to the "applicants." '°:t
Y ,

On the whole, comments were found to be very
1.

.

perceptive and valuable to the . tudent who was. .:

*..

...,- ,
41- critiqued. Evaluators were not required'to

write their name on the rating form.' This
,

seemed to'encourage honest responses.)
.

B. Method siert II (Allow 2 hour14) Panel Interxiews
p *
t.

1. As a follow-up to the above exercise, panel

interviews may be conducted in class for
,.,

additional practice. This will give the pre-
.

I vious interviewers a chance at playing the role
) , -

i .

of job applicants. Students are generally enthu-

siastic about performing in this final exercise. _.1

.

2. Arrange chairs in two rows, facing each other. -

. ,
(S to eight in each pie). One row of Students

i,

`
t,....

will be designated es interviewers and the other

1$'. as applicants.
1_ .

...

-:
.

.

i,:::;::,.-'-' . -.- .
.-. .

I,:.,e
.)
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3. The teacher may choosetto design one or more

situations around a particular job on a specific

industry. This would depend upon the nature of

the class. If students Are quite -diverse in

their job goals, the more general questioni (such

as those, on the handout) , may be more appropriate.

-__4. In this exercise, interviewers and applicants

should both use names when appropriate an

'uphold their end of the conversation. T

points were probably covered earlier in thi

unit but should be reemphasized.

5., The panel interview should contintle until each

interviewer and interviewee has had a 'chance

to speak more than once. Studehts will then

switch roles and repeat the process. Others

from theaudience may trade places with those on

the panel at this point.

6. Miring the debriefing, after each panel's

presentation, instructor and student comments

can be discussed.

a) How closely,did these exercises replicate

the actual interview situation? What are

the similarities? T4e differences?

b) How did you feel asfan interviewer?

Interviewee?

c) .Do.you feel that :the preparation, you have

o

41
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SECTION SIX

I. Conclusion - Bringing it all Together ,

As a conclusion to this unit, students should be

encouraged to practice self-praise, making it a permanent

part of-their speech repertoires. Such practice

includes not being reluctant to admit their achieve-
.

ments, accepting. compliments from others, and self-

acceptance in the presence of others. At this point,

the instructor should also tie-in the intzbductory

information on how self-concept is developed and

maintained. In individual counseling sessions, the

instructor will halle an opportunity to give feedback

to students aslwell as answer any personal questions

they, may have.

II. 'Objectives

A. Students willbe able to

of concept in themselves

in every day life andin

setting.

recognize the importance

as communicators, both

the employment interview

III. Instructional Strategy

A. Method - Part I (Allow 30 minutes)

Impart initial information via the lecture method.

After delivery of that information, encourage

discussion.

B. Students should recognize the need for honesty,

genuineness, and realism in their self-appraisal.

-

'43
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\:1. Emphasize the necessity for more verbal practice,

on a daily basis, in preparation for the inter-

view.

2. Tie it all together; briefly review what hasp been

covered'Cluring the past 11 weeks of instruction.

3. Conduct a discussion around the follow-up

papers, the outcome of exercises, and the self-

inventory appraisal. Point dut the progressional

process they; have accomplished during this unit.

4. Ask students to comment=on their personal feelings

about themselves as interviewees and communicators.

S. Each student should leave the course with a better

understanding about himself or herself as a

communicator and as an interviewee.

, 6. Each student should have compiled'and refined a.

thorough list of past accomplishments about himself

or herself that might be appropriate for the

interview setting4mployable

7. Emphasize that the self-inventory appraisals they

have each compiled can be optimally beneficial

to them only through verbal practice and con-

tinual revision. Know the product that is being

sold in the interview!

C. Method- Part /I Micro Counseling (Allow 5-10 minutes

per student)

1. To complete this unit on interviewing, students

44
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should sign up fir individlial counseling

appointments.

2. Tell students to'ibring their final "Strength

Inventory " as well al any questions they may

have to these sessions.

3. Instructor comments should be based upon

class performance, assignments, and the final

inventory. Students may also wish'to discuss

the "Self-Rating Sheet" and/or.other.feedback

40

they have received from peers or the instructor.

IV. Evaluation

A. The final inventory appraisal is not td be "graded

but is required of every student. It. should be

evident that some time and effort has gone into

it's development.

B. The inventory should include a thorough list of

employable skills that reflect thoughtful consider-

ation by the student. At least two weaknesses

should be mentioned but'emphasited by a strength.

C. Offer supportive, yet realistic feedback both

in writing and orally.

5:
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4.

Self-Concept, What is it?

There are many different ways of defining this term, but

SELF-CONCEPT

probably the aearest way to till& of your self-concept is
as the image you hold of yourself. .If you could imagine a
special mirror that not only reflected physical features,
but also allowed you to view other aspects of-your Pmotional
states, talents, likes, dislikes, values, roles and so on--
then the-reflection you',d see looking back at you in that
mirror would be your self-concept.

, How does your self-concept develop?

Everyone's self-concept is shaped by those. around him
or her.. To the extent that you have received positive .

messagest you have learned-to appreciate and value 'yourself.
To the degree that others have 'co-municated negativesignals,
you,are likely to feel less valuable, lovable, and capable.
The evaluations others make of us, are the mirrors by -which
we know ourselves.

In adult life, self-concept formation is (specially
affected when' messages come.from what.sociologists-term
"significant others " - -those people whose opinions we
especially value. Evaluations of a few especially important
people can have"long-range effects.

In addition to specific influential individuals, each
of us also formulates a self-concept based on the influence
of various reference groups to which we are exposed.. To
a great deal, we judge ourselves by the way, others see us.

While it's true that some features of the self are
immediately apparent, the significance we attach to them- -
the rank we assign them--depends greatly on the opinions. of
others. After all, there ate many of your features that
are readily observable, yet you don't find them important
at all because nobody has regarded them as significant.
Thus, the importance of a given characteristic in your
self-concept has as much to do with the significance you
and others attach to ii-as with the existence of the charac-
teristic.

Adler & Towne Looking Out, Looking In
4
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to discuss the following in your next class session.

41te_your answers to theSe questions on a'separate sheet.

:444cribe ways in_which one's self-concept is de'veloped.
q

Giveexamples of the formation of your Own.self-concept.

2. What exactly is a self-Concept?

3. What is a self-fulfilling prophecy? How do you think it-
might effect-ones self - concept?

Wow might .self - fulfilling prophecies hinder ccmunidation
in the jokintervieg setting?

4. Describe ways in /Oh the self-concept might be
maintained,'

Give examples.

5. Why is the study of self-concept relevant in'a course
on employment interviewing?

8
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°.CATEGORIES OF PERSONAL STRENGTHS

Thiz-iz7a-10t_PLcatigaries to get_ you started on your
1 .se*illyentory-appraisal. Think in positive tennis when

personal list. At this initial stage of
your inventory, try to generate a very broad list of your
past accomplishments .and/or positive qualities. For now,
they need not relatedirectly to'the job you pay be interested-
in. Be sure to'have a friend and/or family member review
the list. A different perspective may reveal. talents yo,p
might have *overlooked,

Be aware that this list isby no means complete. You are
encouraged to add a number of your own categories,.

$

Personal Characteristics: Are you cheerful? Thoughtful?
Understanding? Helpful? Loyal? Enthusiastic? Flexible?
Patient? Sincere?. Honest? Attentive? Alert? Aware?
Courteous? Efficient? Empathetic? Optimistic?

Social Attributes: Are you a good conversationalist? Active
listener? Good iublio speaker? Have leadership qualities?
Group: participant? Po you use language effectively? Make
friends easily? Interact easily; with others? Make others
feel comfortable? Supportive? Independent? Do things on
your own well? Love otherpersonss parents, siblings,

a
special friends? ,

Mental Abilities: Are you good with numbers? Ideas?
Practical logic? Organizing thoughts? Writing poetry,
music,-oratories? Telling stories? Academic` subjects?
Nonacademic subjects?

Physical Abilities: Are you good at sports? Which ones?
HdR-abOtit-danding?--AZical- Art?- Crafts? Fixing things?
Cooking? Gardening? Reading?

c. Vi i .. . Z., .

Del PolitO,'Intrapersonal.
Communication

19
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SELF-INVENTORY SHEET

1. To describe myself I Can frankly say that I am

2. From my .outWard personality, people think that I am

My ideal work situation is
tiP

; 4. What -from my education (elementer.y, Imcondary, college)
did I ?;earn that I could now apply or use on the job.

Course or-subjects I liked.in school inclUded

. 6.. Courses or subject's./ disliked in school included

7. Skilli'and abilitled that I have and can use well include-
(occupational, domestic,. social, etc.)

8. Skills and.abiiities I hlve'Ahat I wish to develop
further include

9. New skills and abilities I want to acglare.include

10. Realistically, I am suited at this time for the job
or jobs of

11.' When I am not working, I spend my time

12. Types of people that seem to rub me the wrong way include

13. 1f I were the bosd of my own company, I would,expect
from my employees

14. Success for me means

15.- What must I do to be successful

16. The advantages of my chosen field are

17. The disadvantages of my chosen field are

18. I like working regular because

19. I like working irregular .ours because

20. Reasons why I should be hired includes (list at least 5)

21. *Ny major weaknesses are

5 0, 0
4w. t...41.:44,44ew 1.32A41
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POSITIVE EMPLOYEEICHARACTERISTICS

In order to help you analyze your strengths as to employable
skills, here is a list of strengths in response to the eternal
question conveyed by the employer, "Why should I hire you?"

Leadership ability
Persistence -

Orderliness
Assertiveness
High energy
Good memory
Good speakiag abila flies
Self-motivation
Willingness to take responsibility
Ability to get along with others
Neat appearance and habits
Quick wits
Ability'to take orders
Ability to delegate authority
Coolness under pressure

This list of characteristics has been compiled from a survey
of employers who were asked, "What do you look most for in
the people you interview?" (Jackson, 1977)

So far, you have been asked to generate a very broad list of
your positive qualities. Take a closer look at your- self-
inventory appraisal and develop categories Aike---tlie ones
above that will be meaningful to the-employer.

Do not feel that you must stay within the categories above.
Cteate a number of new ones that may applytto the employment
interview, in a general sense, or that apply specifically to
the1,r you are seeking.

- --

This assignment will require. some careful thought, time, and
effort* your part. Think of it as an initial step towards
your sudsess in the job interview!

.:
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. Self-Rating Sheet

47

liere is a list of words which describe different behaviors.
In.the column labeled SEW, rate yourself on each word, using
the fO1104ing ale:

,
5 = Always 4 = usually 3 = sometimes 2 = seldom 1 never

Ater .you have ated yourself, on all behaviors, fold back the
11 con Xabeled ELF. Theh ask a friend to rate you on all

it ,behaviors in thedolusui labeled FRIEND.

. 6 l*iti-a t isriena,,h rated you on all behaviors, ask a person in
. s an *Othoiity position to .rAte you: Examples cf persons in
% authority' Are -teadhergu smplOyers, impervisdrs, and parents.

.

. _---,

ev BEHAVIOR DESCROTION AUTH RITY . FRIEND SELF
it

assertive---
O
fa

.11)
.

vheerful

m ncerned for others

A
m confident

1.

s --E_--
. r4 -cooperative

-41---1

E
\

o
g 4ependable
m

good. communicator

.44' energetic
it

poised ,

r4
0 ,neat-APpearance
m

ener etic .

i
, ./'

/I

a

enthusiastic

listens well

'friendly

ood leader

hard working

.f- =
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Self Rating Sheets, ,4"

#

5 = always Irm.usually 3 = sometimes 2= seldom

BEHAVIOR DESCRIPTION AUTHORITY F TEND SELF

hel ful

honest:

0, OUtgOing
z
0

neat

optimistic

atient

persistent

pleasant

respectful

.0

S

48

1 = never

m .responsible

" self-centered
0

4

0
tactful

serious

shy

f

thorough

0
0
=

4f)

0

uS

d

Adapted from Leach and Plexman, Balante Sheet
50, 7, 1970.

41,
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0.%.' QUESTIONS ETEQUENTLY ASKED.AT AN INTERVIEW.
.f.,

aurverys.in various companies indicate these are questions
frequently asked -at,in interview. Give considerable thought
to answering these questions.

. 1. What are your future vocational -plans?

2. In what school alcilmities have you participated? Whyl
/

.

3. ,What school coUxses did you like best? Least? Why?

4, What do you think determines a person's progress in a
good company?

5.. Do you prefer working with others or by yourself?

4"
.

6. What is your major" weakness?

7. What types of books have you read?

S. Define coopetrationl

9. What are your major strengths and weaknes*es? .HoU do
- -you know this?

10. What are Your o n special abilities? .

11. What was the most enjoyable job you ever lia Why was
i

A

.L,

it enjoyble?

112. Do you think that school grades should be considered by '

an employer?

. 13. What have you learned from some of the jobs you have held?

14. .How do youspend your spare time? Hobbies?

15. Why do you think you would like this particular type of job?

16 Are you willing to. accept a lesser position than whatyoq
are.applying for?

17. Are you willing to relocate where the company wants to send
you to?

p. What do you know about our company?

19. What personal characteristics are necessary for success in
your chosen field?

20. What qualification do you have that make you feel that you
will be successful in your field?

PP

a

11.
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21. .What jobs have you held and-why did,yoU leave?
1

22. What are the disidvantagei of your chosen field?

23. Tell me a story! \

A
1

24. Bow do you do to keep in good physical condition?

..

50
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QUESTIONS COMMONLY ASKED AT
AIRLINE INTERVIEWS

1. What can you add to our company as an employee?

2. What personal characteristics do you possess that are
necessary for a job with our company? Why?

3.; What.ari your weaknesses?
*

t4. Why do you think you would like a job as a F/A? T/A?

5. What are your:own special abilities?

6.. Describe youriselft. .

/

1. What is the job of a F/A all about? What are the duties?

8. To a male: 4hat would you do if another man on. the flight
(a pax) asked you for a date?

9. To female: /How do you feel about having men on board?

10. To male: flow do you feel about being in a career that his.
in the pas, been open only to women? Why?i

11. What were/your likes and dislikes about your previous job?

12. `How would/you deal with a drunk passenger?: An irate
.passenger? -

13. Relate a personal experience: something you saw on a
flight and would have handled in a different way or
something that annoyed .you that the F/A did.

14. Wily do you think we haVe such extensive interviews?

15. What job do you eventually want to have with our company?

16. Te\.l
..:
me about the "airline career" courses you have taken,

in colilege?. Which of those courses was the most important
to you. in terms of your future job success?

18. Wha do you look 'for in a job?';\

1
1

19. What kinds/ of people upset you the most?

20. How d your past jobs, experiences relate to they ob you
are a ply/in% for?.

21. As a As, what would you find least appealing? What
would isappoint you the most?

56
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22. What.will you do if you are not accepted by this airline?

23. How do you let out frustration?

24. In what areas do ybu wi3h to develop yourself further?

25. Do you feel cowfortable about this interview?

26. How would you know whether or not you have succeeded or
failed on the job?

..

27. IlHow does yot family feel about your manting to becoMe
a F /A?

28. What'was the worst thing that ever happened to you and why?

29. What do you know about our company?

30. Why did you choose our company?

31. What do you expect of a F/A on board when you are
traveling?

32. When did you decide to become a F /A?

33. Why do you think you would be a good F/A?

34. What difficulty do you foresee in relocating/ moving to
a strange city?

35. What living public figure do you admire the most and why?

36. What\is your greatest accomplishment?

37. If you were interviewing, what would you look for in a F /A?

1;,38. What fears or reservations do you have about becoming
a F/A?

39. What are some of the ,iegatixila, factors about the job of
a'F/A.?

40. What do you think has the most i fluence in obtaining
a job?

Rank order: being in the right, place at right time
--knowing someone \\

education of candidate,
__positive attitude

hard work

5;
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41. What personal characteristics, are necessary for success in
your chosen field?

42. Tell me a story!

43. What do you do to keep in good physical condition?

t4. Is there anything else you would like to add?
t.

45. Do you think we have a good picture of you now?
***************************************************************s

Study-these and other questions. Write down your answers to"
each of them. Spend some time thinking about your responses.
Roleplay the interview situation until you become comfortable
with your communications.

IMPORTANTItt Takethe time to concentrate
on your strengths: KNOW YOURSELF., be honest, and
practide'communicating your good qualities:WM:II
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Assignment

Follow -up to Section Pour

One way to improve your interviewing skills is to write
down everything you can remember about the interview as
soon after the event as possible. During this reflection
process applicants often discover for themselves what
'aspects of their performances need impirovement. An
instructor or counselor may also, be able to help you
detect weaker areas. Writing this information down also
helps the candidate to provide consistent information if
he or she is invited to a Second or third interview with_
the Same company.

The exercises you have'just participated in were designed
to'give'you an opportunity to openly express your employ-
able strengths to oCiers Hopefully, these activities
have made you feel more confident about doing so in the
job interview.

The other students in your group prov4.ded feedback to you.
During this session, additional strengths May have been
discovered that were initially overlooked by you. As
a.follow-up to these exercises your instructor is asking
that you take some time outside of class to summarize all.
the information you learned about yourself in these
sessions. Positive points should be added to your
strength inventory list.

59
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Name of Applicant.

INTERVIEWEE RATING FORM I

Businesslike Appearance Yes No

Poise/Self Confidence 1 - 2 '' 3 - 4 - 5 - 6

M a t u r i t y i 1- 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 -. 6

Attitude/Enthusiasm 1 -2 - 3- 4- 5- 6

Verbal Cosimunication Skills 1 - 2 3 - 4 - 5 -- 6
.

Alertness/Perde150.veness 1 - 2 - 3 - 4.- 5 - 6

Motivation /Initiative' 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6

-Expressed Career Interest 1 - 2 - 3. -- 4 - 5 - 6

Related Experience
Background

Presents Overall,
Favorable Impression

1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 .6

1. ,2 3 - 4 - 5 - 6

Applicant Performance Rating: Excellent
Good
Fair
Needs Improvement
Poor

.Comments":

4

`wC- 10

- 10

,- 10 4,-

- 7- 8 - 9

- 7 - 8 - i,,

- 7 -' 8- 9
7 - 8 - 9 7 10

- 7 -, 8
i- 9/- 10.

- 7 - 8 - 9, - 10

*- 7 - 8 - 0 -: 10

- 7-; 8 - 9 - 10

- 7- 8 4- 9 - 10

(Adapted from Anthony Medley, Sweaty, Palms, The Neglected
Art of Being Interviewed)

4
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INTERVIEWEE RATING FORM II

Name of Applicant

Outstanding '*
Below .Standard Desired --

N/A 4 3 2 1 . Considerations

BUSINESS LIKE
APPEARANCE

PERSONALITY

SELF- EXPRESS ION ,

0

Con enia1ity, self-
'as rance, poise,
tabt attitude,
maturity judgement

Grammar,.clarity
vocabulary,
articulation., ability
to communicate ideas

Supervision., elected
offices, extra-
curriculai'activities

DEMONSTRATED CAPACITY TO
ZARN

Common sense, alert-
ness, academic '

success, analytical
ability, perceptive--
ness

ARTICIPATION

Participation in
activities, self-
starter, energy'
level

Overall Evaluation

Recommend for Hire
Do not Recommend for Hire

Remarks:

61

Knowledge and re-
search into our
business, background,
interest, responsive-
ness, logical and
complete inquiry,
enthusiasm
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Scenario Evaluation by
Instructor

EVALUATION OP APPLICANT

'Rate the `effectiveness of the intervielee on a scale from
1 to 5 (51= excellent, 4 = good, 3 = 41r, 2 = needs
improvement, 1 = pdor).

Rating

1. Presents a favorable Impression.

2. AdmitS'potentialwOknetses but
follows liy'emphasizing a strength..

,

3. Dembhdtretes the ability to carry
oh a conversation.

4. Demonstrated that she/he is aware.
of her /his positive qualities.

5. Discusses achievements with
confidence.

6. Demonstrates the ability to clearly
. and eonfidently."sell her/his self."

7. Appears confident.

8. Expresses good points without
soundi as if she/he- is bragging._

9. Demonstrates that she/he is aware.
of past accompliehments.and how
they relate to the job.

10. Answers questions directly,
clearly, and confidently.

11. Is convincing in her/his attempt
to demonstrate she/he will be an
asset to the company.

12. Emphasizes his/her specific
qualifications.

Additional Comments:

Name of Applicant

62
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